UNDERWATER PHOTO

EQUIPMENT

Sea & Sea's MX-10
with Close-Up Lens
U/W PHOTOGRAPHY MADE EASY
TEXT AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY JACK AND SUE DRAFAHL

E
Top: This anemonefish photo was
easy to get using Sea & Sea's MX10 camera with Close-up Lens and
YS-40A strobe. Appropriate subjects for this system include corals,
sponges, turtles and other medium-sized marine life.
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veryone wants to take fish pictures.
In the past this took lots of equipment, skill and patience. Sea & Sea
Underwater Photography USA has a better way. Its MX-10 is an entry level camera that allows you to change lenses underwater. The Close-up Lens, for instance, attaches to the built-in camera
lens and expands your picture taking potential. It allows you to photograph subjects as close as 1.6 feet. This makes
taking pictures of fish, coral, sponges,
turtles and other medium-sized undersea animals easy.
The MX-10 Close-up Lens has a single
element mounted in heavy duty ABS
resin. A special bayonet mount locks it
onto the front of the camera. Framing the
subject correctly is critical, so Sea & Sea
has devised a special gunsight-type view-

er. A special mask easily attaches to the
back of the camera eyepiece. When you
want to center a subject in your photo,
you align the circle of the mask with the
tip of the triangular notch on the top of the
lens. You focus by estimating the distance. At first this may seem difficult but
we came up with a surefire method. First,
measure 1.6 feet on your arm, starting at
the tip of your index finger. When you use
the Close-up Lens for the first time, find a
stationary subject. Move the camera to
the 1.6 foot point on your arm and move
your finger to a point in front of the subject. Don't touch the subject. Move the
camera back in front of your mask and
shoot. After you try this a few times, you
will get a feel for the right distance and will
be ready to try photographing fish. Keep
(Continued on Page 710)
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placement connections are impeccable.
DIVE/LODGING PACKAGES: Ocean Divers
has enjoyed a long and close collaboration with Key Largo's most popular dive
resort, Marina Del Mar. Marina Del Mar is
adjacent to Ocean Divers on the same
deep water canal. Its proximity allows
divers to stroll from their room to the dive
boat dock. If guests choose to utilize
Ocean Diver's guest gear storage room,
the dive preparations are nearly effortless.
Marina Del Mar offers 76 rooms and
suites, as well as a 42 slip marina. Other
amenities include a large waterfront
restaurant and lounge, conference facilities, lighted tennis courts, a Nautilus fitness room and a huge heated freshwater
swimming pool. A sister property, Marina
Del Mar Bayside is nearby. Featuring 54
double rooms and two villas, Marina Del
Mar Bayside also features dive/lodging
packages with Ocean Divers. Whichever
resort is chosen, there are attractive price
incentives.
For more information about any of the
Ocean Divers recreational or educational programs or dive/lodging packages
for Key Largo, please call Ocean Divers
at (800) 451 -1113 or (305) 451 -1113.
The fax is (305) 451 -5765 and the email address is oceandivers@aol.com.
For general information, check out
Ocean Divers' Web site at www.oceandivers. com.

SEA & SEA'S MX-10
WITH CLOSE-UP LENS
(Continued from Page 78)
in mind that the lens' excellent depth of
field will help you with the focus. At f/11
about one foot is in focus and at f/22 the
depth of field is approximately three feet.
Because color negative film has such a
wide exposure latitude, ISO 100 and ISO
400 print film are recommended for use
with the MX-10 and the Close-up Lens.
SEA & SEA MX-10 CLOSE-UP
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
MX-10 camera
$413.00
Close-up Lens
$ 61.95
Lens Caddy
$ 39.95
YS-40A strobe
$264.00

With ISO 100 film and the YS-40A flash
set to manual, the best exposure is at f/8.
ISO 400 film works best at f/16 on manual and f/8 on auto. We found ISO 400
print film gave us the best results.
There may be times when you want to
take other MX-10 lenses with you on a
dive. This is easy with Sea & Sea's Lens
Caddy. It attaches to the top of the YS-

"Maximize your bottom
time at a minimum cost
with our TOV-1 Towed
Video System.'
•Jack Fisher. President
J.W. Fishers Mfg.. Inc.

"The only low1 cost
towable camera system
on the market today,
the TOV-1 covers a
large area quickly
and has a 250
foot depth
capability. It
can also be
used as a
dropped video
system."

JW
call for
"

video.
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J.W. Fishers Mfg., Inc.
1953 Coun(

y St- E Taunton, MA 02718
(800)822-4744 Tel. (508)822-7330
i FAX : (508)880-8949 or 822-1931
Service Card
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Discover PALAU
and see it ALL!
Sam's Dive Tours invites you
to discover the underwater
riches of Palau.
Sams personalized service
featuring diving, land and
kayak tours. Over a dozen
WWII wrecks, Manta Rays,
sharks, soft corals and Palau's
famous drop-offs.
Your satisfaction is our ultimate concern.
. |.
Call Reef & Rainforest
*'r
to plan your complete
-'TPalau Package.

Sams Dive Tours
RO. Box 428
Koror, Palau 96940
PADI DIVE CENTER
Tel: 011(680)488-1062
Fax: 011(680)488-5003
E-mail: samstour@belau.com

Reef
& Rainforest
800-794-9RNR|9767|
Fax:(415)289-1763
http://www.reefrainfrst.com
E-mail: rnrtravel@aol.com
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40A strobe and holds the 20mm, Macro
or Close-up Lenses. To change lenses
underwater, simply twist off one lens and
replace it with another.
Although intended only for U/W use,
the Close-up Lens works well on land,
too. However, the focus point and exposure values will be different. In air, the
lens will focus at seven inches. The YS40A flash is approximately that long and
can serve as a distance guide. Simply
turn the flash sideways and use it as a
measuring device (you can also use a
ruler). Use ISO 100 film at either f/11 with
the internal flash or f/16 with the YS-40A.
The MX-10 system effectively accomplishes a difficult task. You have the
freedom of diving with minimal camera
gear yet can capture on film whatever
you see throughout your dive. If you're
ready to jump into underwater photography, go see your local Sea & Sea
dealer. For the address of the one nearest you, contact Sea & Sea Underwater
Photography, USA, 2105Camino Vida
Roble, Suite L, Carlsbad, CA 92009;
(760)929-1909. *•

Introducing Bermuda's...

SCUBA LOOK
Discover Bermuda's superb diving...and the island's ne\vest resort dive centre.
Here is a whole new way to dive and explore many of Bermuda's seldom dived wrecks.

Ml
itre located at
Bermuda's historic East End, and
less than a 20 minute boat ride to
many seldom dived shipwrecks
• Full service dive centre on the
beach at Grotto Bay Beach Hotel,
just a few steps from your room,
pool or snack bar

SCUBA LOOK
O l F.NTERPRISI

TEN WEEKS TO
TAKE-OFF
(Continued from Page 14)
equipment, guide dives, assist customers with rental gear, act as boatmasters and all of the other tasks employers
will require.
SDM: What courses are available?
BRAYMAN: We have two program
tracks at Hall's. First let me explain the
Professional Career Programs, which
are for full time students. The core of the
Professional Career Program is the ten
week Professional Store and Resort
Instructor Training Program. An ablebodied person can enroll in this program with no diving experience and will
finish with instructor certificates from
NAUI, CMAS, ACUC, NASDS, TDI,
IANTD, DAN and the National Safety
Council. Just as importantly, though,
they will also be certified as divemasters
by PADI, NAUI and ACUC and as
equipment repair technicians by NAUI
and ACUC. They will also receive Resort
and Store certifications from NAUI and
ACUC.
Instructor Training, Sales and Operations, and Equipment Repair Technician are available as individual courses for students who elect not to take
the ten week comprehensive course.
Owing to the increasing popularity of
rebreathers and other new technologies, we also offer two additional
courses, the Professional Rebreather
Instructor Training Program and the
Professional Deep Tech Instructor
Program. The Deep Tech program is an
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at Grotto "
Hamiltoi..
Ph: 441-293-7319 • Fax: 441-295http: www.diveguideint.com/p0p78
e-mail :scubaluk@ibl.bm

ROATAN and COPAN
A Fantastic Tour Package Offering the Best of Two Worlds

REEF HOUSE RESORT On the island of Roatan.
Bay Islands Honduras.
complete dive facility offering
outstanding diving along
the world's second largest barrier reef.

COPAN RUINS TOUR - Visit the site of the
-i^

Pre-Columbian Mayan civilization,
a beautiful trip to the
highlands of Honduras.

P.O. Box 40331
San Antonio, TX 78229
_ RESORT
800-328-8897
San Pedro Sula
Roatan Bay Islands
Fax: 210-733-7889
On Roatan: (504) 45-2142 or (504) 45-2297
wcte W on Reader Service Card
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